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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an assembly apparatus for a ball screw device according to the preamble of
claim 1 and an assembly apparatus for a ball screw device according to the preamble of claim 2. Such apparatuses are
known from JP 2004 114 224 A. Further, the present invention relates to an assembly method thereof used for a feed
mechanism of feeding a moving body of a mechanical device such as a machine tool or a precision machine.

2. Description of the Background Art

[0002] A conventional assembly apparatus for a ball screw device is composed as follows. In a ball screw device, a
plurality of balls are charged and circulated into a plurality of circulation passages. The circulation passages include a
spiral shaft raceway groove formed on an outer circumferential face of a screw shaft and further include a nut raceway
groove, which is formed on an inner circumferential face of a cylindrical nut so as to oppose to the shaft raceway groove.
The circulation passages furthermore include an S-shaped connection passage formed on a top portion for connecting
a nut raceway groove. To the nut of the above ball screw device, a top portion is previously fixed. Inside the nut arranged
in the longitudinal direction, a ball insertion jig having ball supply holes, the number of which is the same as that of the
circulation passages, is arranged at the highest position of the nut raceway groove forming the circulation passage
concerned while the phase of the ball insertion jig is made to agree with the phase of the nut. Predetermined numbers
of balls are aligned in each ball feed hole and continuously fed, so that the balls can be charged into the circulation
passage by its own weight. Then, the balls, which have not been charged by their own weight, are pushed into the
circulation passage by an insertion rod. Concerning this technique, for example, refer to Japanese Patent Examined
Publication (JPH05138458) JP-B-2530401.
[0003] However, the following problems may be encountered in the conventional art described above. The predeter-
mined numbers of balls are aligned and fed into the ball feed hole all at once and the balls, which can not be put into
the ball feed hole all at once, are pushed with the insertion rod so as to charge the balls into the circulation passage.
Therefore, in the case of a top type ball screw device, when the lead of the nut raceway groove is small, the balls tend
to be blocked. Accordingly, the balls, which could not be charged, must be pushed into the passage with the insertion
rod. As a result, there are possibilities of damaging the balls.
[0004] In the case of a ball screw device having a connection passage laid in the axial direction of the nut such as an
end cap type or a deflector type ball screw device, in order to feed balls into the connecting passage of the nut arranged
in the longitudinal direction, the balls must be pushed with the insertion rod. Accordingly, there is a possibility that the
balls are damaged.
[0005] In addition, the following problems may be encountered. A predetermined number of balls are aligned in the
ball supply hole and fed all at once. Balls, which have not been able to be put into the ball supply hole, are pushed into
the hole with the insertion rod so that the balls can be charged into the circulation hole. Accordingly, the smaller the lead
of the nut raceway track groove is, the more frequently the balls are blocked.
[0006] Further, since the balls are simultaneously charged into a plurality of circulation passages, it is difficult to
smoothly charge the balls. Therefore, the balls, which have not been able to be put into the ball supply hole, must be
pushed into the hole with the insertion rod. Accordingly, there is a possibility that the balls are damaged.
[0007] The above problems are caused in the case where the dead weight of each ball is light when a diameter of the
ball to be charged into the circulation passage is small.
[0008] Furthermore, in a conventional parts supply device, spherical parts (spheres) are supplied as follows. In a
bottom portion of a hopper into which the spherical parts are put, a conical inclined face and a delivery hole for delivering
the spheres are provided. The spheres, which have been introduced by rotating a rotary shaft, are delivered one by one
from the delivery hole into a gap formed between a conical face at a foreword end portion of a rotary rod, which is
arranged being opposed to the inclined face, and the inclined face. Concerning this technique, for example, refer to
Japanese Patent Unexamined Publication JP-A-6-23632.
[0009] However, the following problems may be encountered in the technique described above. A conical face of a
rotary rod and an inclined face of a hopper bottom portion are arranged being opposed to each other. Into the gap,
spheres are introduced by rotating the rotary rod, so that the spheres can be delivered from a delivery hole one by one.
Accordingly, when the gap formed between the conical face and the inclined face is too large, an effect of rotating the
rotary rod is diminished. Therefore, the spheres are collected from the periphery to the delivery hole all at once. Accord-
ingly, the spheres are piled up and blocked.
[0010] When the gap formed between the conical face and the inclined face is too small, it is impossible to introduce
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the spheres into the gap. Accordingly, the spheres cannot be delivered.
[0011] Therefore, the attaching accuracy of attaching the rotary rod for forming the gap must be accurately controlled.
Accordingly, in the case where a production lot of producing the spheres accommodated in the hopper is changed, it
becomes necessary to highly accurately adjust the gap each time the production line is changed.
[0012] In the case where a diameter of the sphere is changed, a hole diameter of the delivery hole must be changed.
Further, it is necessary to adjust a length of the rotary rod. Furthermore, it is necessary to highly accurately adjust the
attaching accuracy of attaching the rotary rod. Therefore, it takes time to conduct a preparatory work of the parts supply
device, which deteriorates the production efficiency.
[0013] A conventional counter for counting steel balls counts the number of the steel balls as follows. In an upper
portion of a guide member formed out of a non-magnetic material in which a steel ball passage is formed, a magnet is
arranged. At a lower end of this magnet, a cylindrical magnetic body and electromagnetic coil are arranged. In a lower
portion of the magnetic body, a sensor is arranged and a steel ball stoppage releasing device is formed. Steel balls,
which are aligned in the steel ball passage, are released when the electromagnetic coil is energized so that a magnetic
force of the magnet can be canceled out and the steel ball passage can be opened, and the number of the steel balls
passing through a counting sensor is counted. When a predetermined number of steel balls have passed through the
counting sensor, the electromagnetic coil is energized so that a magnetic force of the magnet can be intensified, and
the steel balls are stopped and the number of the steel balls is counted. Concerning this technique, for example, refer
to Japanese Patent Unexamined Publication No.JP-A-6-319864.
[0014] In a periphery of a shaft body pivotally arranged in a leading passage, a spiral flange portion having a pitch
larger than a diameter of a steel ball is formed. When the shaft body is rotated by a pulse motor, the number of steel
balls passing, which are sent downward by the flange portion, is counted with a counting sensor. When a predetermined
number of steel balls have passed through the counting sensor, the pulse motor is stopped so as to stop the steel balls,
and the number of the steel balls is counted. Concerning this technique, for example, refer to Japanese Patent Unex-
amined Publication No.JP-A-7-617.
[0015] However, according to the technique described in JP-A-6-319864, the following problems may be encountered.
In the technique described in JP-A-6-319864, the steel balls are stopped by a magnetic force. Accordingly, there is a
possibility that the steel balls, which have been counted, are magnetized. Therefore, it is necessary to add a step of
demagnetizing the steel balls.
Further, the steel balls are made to pass through by their dead weight. Therefore, in the case where a diameter of the
steel ball is small, the dead weight becomes light. Accordingly, there is a possibility that a flow of the steel balls becomes
unstable.
[0016] According to the techniques described in JP-A.-6-319864 and JP-A-7-617, the number of steel balls is counted
by the counting sensor. Therefore, when the counting sensor has conducted counting on a predetermined number of
steel balls, it is necessary to stop a flow of the steel balls by controlling a control unit so that an electromagnetic coil and
a drive unit can be operated. For the above reasons, a structure of the counter becomes complicated. Therefore, when
a diameter of the steel ball to be counted is changed, it takes time to change a preparatory work of the counter.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0017] The present invention has been accomplished to solve the above problems. One object of the present invention
is to provide an assembly apparatus for a ball screw device, wherein even when the ball screw device has a connection
passage formed in the axial direction of the nut, the balls are prevented from being damaged and no balls are blocked
in the connection passage.
[0018] Further, another object of the present invention is to provide an assembly device for assembling a ball screw
device, wherein even balls, the weight of which is light, are prevented from being damaged and there is no possibility
that the balls are blocked.
[0019] Furthermore, another object of the present invention is to provide a means for smoothly delivering spheres by
preventing the spheres from being blocked without conducting a highly accurate adjustment work.
[0020] In addition, another object of the present invention is to provide a counting means for stably counting the number
of steel balls, the diameter of which is even small, and for making it easy to change a preparatory work of the counter.
[0021] In order to solve the above problems, there is provided an assembly apparatus for assembling a ball screw
device according to claim 1 and an assembly apparatus for assembling a ball screw device according to claim 2.
[0022] Due to the foregoing, the invention provides the following advantages. Steel balls (balls), which have been fed
into the nut raceway groove by rotating the temporary shaft, can be moved while being pushed with a protruding foreword
end portion of the pushing mechanism. Therefore, the steel balls can be smoothly fed from a lower portion of the
connecting passage of the nut arranged in the longitudinal direction. Therefore, the steel balls can be prevented from
being blocked. Further, the protruded end portion of the pushing mechanism can be moved so as to appear/disappear
in the radial direction from the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft by elasticity. Accordingly, the protruding
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forward end portion of the pushing mechanism can easily get over the steel balls which stop in the nut raceway groove.
Accordingly, it is possible to prevent the steel balls from being damaged.
[0023] Further, due to the above constitution, the present invention can provide the following advantages. Balls are
collected to the shoulder portion of the temporary shaft by the inclined face provided in the temporary shaft. The balls,
which have been sucked and held by negative pressure, can be smoothly fed into the nut raceway track groove by
utilizing a frictional force generated between the balls and the shoulder portion when the temporary shaft is rotated.
Even in the case where the lead of the nut raceway track groove is small and the dead weight of the balls to be charged
into the circulation passage is light, it is possible to prevent the balls from being blocked. Further, the balls can be
prevented from being damaged.
[0024] Further, the present invention proposes an assembling method according to claim 5 and an assembling method
according to claim 6.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025]

Fig. 1 is a schematic illustration showing a cross-section of a ball screw device of Embodiment 1;

Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration showing a state of attaching an end deflector of Embodiment 1;

Fig. 3 is a view taken in the direction A of an end deflector of Embodiment 1;

Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing an assembly apparatus for a ball screw device of Embodiment 1;

Fig. 5 is a schematic illustration showing a cross-section of a temporary shaft of Embodiment 1;

Fig. 6 is a schematic illustration showing a cross-section B - B in Fig. 5;

Fig. 7 is a schematic illustration showing a side of a ball insertion jig of Embodiment 1;

Fig. 8 is a schematic illustration showing a lower face of a ball insertion jig of Embodiment 1;

Fig. 9 is a schematic illustration showing a state of feeding steel balls of Embodiment 1;

Fig. 10 is a schematic illustration showing a state of operation of a pushing mechanism of Embodiment 1;

Fig. 11 is a sectional view showing an assembly apparatus for a ball screw device of Embodiment 2;

Fig. 12 is a schematic illustration showing a partial cross-section of a temporary shaft of Embodiment 2;

Fig. 13 is a sectional view showing an assembly device for assembling a ball screw device of the Embodiment 3;

Fig. 14 is a sectional view showing the ball screw device of Embodiment 3;

Fig. 15 is a schematic illustration showing a state in which balls are charged into the assembly device of Embodiment 3.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0026] Referring to the drawings, embodiments of the invention will be explained below.
[0027] First, an embodiment of the assembly apparatus of the ball screw device of the present invention will be
explained below.

[Embodiment 1]

[0028] Fig. 1 is a schematic illustration showing a cross section of the ball screw device of Embodiment 1. Fig. 2 is a
schematic illustration showing a state in which an end deflector of Embodiment 1 is attached. Fig. 3 is a view taken in
the direction of arrow A of the end deflector of Embodiment 1. Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing an assembly apparatus
of the ball screw device of Embodiment 1. Fig. 5 is a schematic illustration showing a cross section of the temporary
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shaft of Embodiment 1. Fig. 6 is a schematic illustration showing a cross section B - B in Fig. 5. Fig. 7 is a schematic
illustration showing a side of a ball insertion jig of Embodiment 1. Fig. 8 is a schematic illustration showing a lower face
of the ball insertion jig of Embodiment 1.
[0029] In this connection, Fig. 3 is a view of the end deflector taken in the direction of arrow A shown in Fig. 2.
[0030] In Fig. 1, reference numeral 1 is a ball screw device. In the present embodiment, reference numeral 1 is a ball
screw device of the deflector type.
[0031] Reference numeral 2 is a screw shaft of the ball screw device 1, which is a rod-shaped member made of alloy
steel. On an outer circumferential face, a shaft raceway groove 3, of which sectional shape is a substantial semicircle,
is spirally formed by a predetermined lead.
[0032] On the screw shaft 2 of the present embodiment, one row of the shaft raceway groove 3 is formed.
[0033] Reference numeral 4 is a nut of the ball screw device 1, which is a cylindrical member made of steel such as
alloy steel. A nut raceway groove 5, of which sectional shape is a substantial semicircle, and which is opposed to the
shaft raceway groove 3, is formed on the inner circumferential face of the nut 4, by the same lead as that of the shaft
raceway groove 3.
[0034] At one end portion of the outer circumferential portion of the nut 4, a flange portion 6 is provided. By a bolt hole
6a provided in the flange portion 6, the device is fixed to a moving base of a mechanical device (not shown) with bolts
and others.
[0035] Reference numeral 7 is a steel ball, which is a spherical body made of steel such as alloy steel. A plurality of
steel balls 7 are charged into a load passage, which is formed out of the shaft raceway groove 3 and the nut raceway
groove 5. The screw shaft 2 and the nut 4 are screwed to each other.
[0036] Reference numeral 8 is a return passage. The return passage 8 is a through-hole, which is formed in a thick
portion 4a of the side wall of the nut 4. Diameter of the return passage 8 is larger than that of the steel ball 7 so that the
steel ball 7 can be circulated therein. This return passage 8 is formed so as to penetrate the thick portion 4a of the nut
4 in the axial direction. The number of this return passage 8 corresponds to the number of the nut raceway groove 5
formed in the nut 4. In this embodiment, the number of the nut raceway groove 5 formed in the nut 4 is one.
[0037] Reference numeral 10 is an end deflector made of metallic material or resin material. The end deflector 10 is
engaged in the engagement holes 11 formed at both end portions in the axial direction of the return passage 8 formed
in the thick portion 4a of the nut 4. On the nut 4 side, a direction change passage 12 is formed which is a curved passage
for connecting a load passage. The load passage is formed out of the nut raceway groove 5 and the shaft raceway
groove 3 opposed to each other, with the return passage 8 of the nut 4.
[0038] In Figs. 2 and 3, reference numeral 13 is a tongue portion, which is a protrusion, the cross section of which is
arcuate, which idly engages in the twisting direction of the shaft raceway groove 3 formed on the screw shaft 2 side of
the end deflector 10. An end portion 12a of the direction change passage 12 located in the tongue portion 13 is a scooping
face for scooping up the steel balls 7 from the shaft raceway groove 3.
[0039] At both end portions of the above load passage, a circulation passage is formed which is connected with the
connecting passage formed out of the direction change passage 12 of the end deflector 10 and the return passage 8 of
the nut 4. Into this circulation passage, a plurality of steel balls 7 and a predetermined quantity of grease are enclosed.
The steel balls 7, which are rolling in the load passage, are circulated while being scooped up by the tongue portion 13
to the connecting passage. When the screw shaft 2 is rotated, while the steel balls 7 are circulating in the circulation
passage, the nut 4 is moved in the axial direction.
[0040] In Fig. 4, reference numeral 15 is an assembly apparatus of assembling the ball screw device 1, which is an
assembly apparatus for charging the steel balls 7 into the circulation passage.
[0041] Reference numeral 16 is a temporary shaft, which is a rod-shaped member inserted into the inner diameter
side of the nut 4 instead of the screw shaft 2 at the time of charging the steel balls 7 into the nut 4. An engaging hole
18, which is formed at an end portion of the large diameter shaft 17a of the base shaft 17 formed as a stepped shaft, is
engaged with the protrusion shaft portion 20 at the end portion of the shaft 19, and the cutout portion arranged in that
portion is pushed and fixed with a set screw.
[0042] In Figs. 5 and 6, reference numeral 21 is an external cylinder, which is a cylindrical member in which a stepped
hole is formed along the axial core. The small diameter hole 21b is engaged with the small diameter shaft 17b of the
base shaft 17 at an end portion on the shaft 19 side. An outer diameter of the external cylinder 21 is determined in such
a manner that a predetermined gap, (for example, 0.03 to 0.05 mm) is subtracted from an inner circumferential diameter
of the nut that is smaller than BCD (Ball Center Diameter) of the nut to be assembled by radius of the steel ball 7 (i.e.,
a diameter of an inscribed circle of the steel balls 7 charged into the nut raceway groove 5).
[0043] That is, outer diameter of external cylinder 21 is equal to "BCD - ball diameter" minus gap (for example, 0.03
to 0.05 mm). This relationship also means following equation: 
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[0044] Reference numeral 22 is an annular elastic body, which is an annular elastic body made of elastic material
such as natural rubber or synthetic rubber. An inner circumferential face of the annular elastic body 22 is engaged with
the small diameter shaft 17b of the base shaft 17. The annular elastic body 22 is arranged at the center of the columnar
body 23 which is a protruding member.
[0045] The columnar body 23 is made of material such as resin material or metallic material which is harder than the
material of the annular elastic body 22. As shown in Fig. 6, the columnar body 23 is inserted into the insertion hole 24.
In this case, a plurality of insertion holes 24 are formed in the axial direction on the side wall of the large diameter hole
21a of the external cylinder 21. When one portion on the outer circumferential face of the columnar body 23 is pushed
by an outer circumferential face of the annular elastic body 22, an opposite side in the radial direction of the pushing
portion is pushed out from the outer circumferential face of the outer cylinder 21.
[0046] A diameter of the insertion hole 24 of the outer cylinder 21 is larger than the thickness of the side wall of the
larger diameter hole 21a of the outer cylinder 21. The insertion holes 24 of the outer cylinder 21 are formed at positions
where a slit-shaped opening (an outer circumferential face opening portion 25) on the outer circumferential face of the
outer cylinder 21 and a slit-shaped opening portion on the circumferential face of the large diameter hole 21a are formed.
In the present embodiment, the insertion holes 24 are equally arranged at four positions in the circumferential direction
of the outer cylinder 21.
[0047] Width W shown in Fig. 6 of the outer circumferential face opening portion 25 is set at a width so that a protrusion
S at the forward end portion of the protruding portion from the outer circumferential face of the outer cylinder 21 of the
outer circumferential face of the columnar body 23 can provide a predetermined pushing margin on the outside in the
radial direction of the inscribed circle of the steel ball 7 charged into the nut raceway groove 5.
[0048] An outer diameter of the above columnar body 23 is formed as follows. When the columnar body 23 protrudes
by the protrusion S described before, the outer diameter of the above columnar body 23 is formed so that the columnar
body 23 can come into contact at least with the circumferential face of the large diameter hole 21a. A length of the above
columnar body 23 in the axial direction is formed to be longer than one lead of the nut raceway groove 5 and to be
shorter than a length obtained when a diameter of the steel ball 7 is subtracted from the distance between the centers
of the tongue portion 13 of the end deflector 10 attached to both end portions of the return passage 8.
[0049] A diameter of the outer circumferential face of the annular elastic body 22 is formed so that the outer circum-
ferential face of the annular elastic body 22 can be contacted with the outer circumferential face of the columnar body
23, which protrudes onto the large diameter hole 21a side in a free condition when the outer circumferential face of the
columnar body 23 inserted into the insertion hole 24 is inscribed with the outer circumferential face of the outer cylinder 21.
[0050] The pushing mechanism of the present embodiment includes: a columnar body 23 held in the insertion hole
24 being capable of moving in the radial direction of the temporary shaft 16; and an annular elastic body 22 for pushing
the columnar body 23 with the elasticity so that the annular elastic body 22 can be moved in the radial direction from
the outer circumferential face opening portion 25 of the insertion hole 24.
[0051] Reference numeral 27 is an adjustment spacer, which is an annular member made of metallic material. An
inner circumferential face of the adjustment spacer is engaged with the small diameter shaft 17b of the base shaft 17.
A diameter of the outer circumferential face of the adjustment spacer is formed to be smaller than the diameter of the
large diameter hole 21a of the outer cylinder 21.
[0052] The adjustment spacers 27 are arranged so that one annular elastic body 22 can be interposed between the
adjustment spacers 27. When the annular elastic bodies 22, which are in a free condition, are interposed between a
plurality of adjustment spacers 27 and stacked, the entire length of the stacked body becomes longer than the length
in the axial direction of the small diameter shaft 17b of the base shaft 17 protruding from the small diameter hole 21b of
the outer cylinder 21. Thickness of the adjustment spacer 27 is selected and determined in this way.
[0053] Reference numeral 30 is a lid body. The lid body 30 includes: a conical face 31 which is an inclined face of the
temporary shaft 16 expanding toward the shaft 19 side; a flange portion 32, the diameter of which is formed into the
same diameter as the outer diameter of the outer cylinder 21; a columnar boss portion 33 formed on the small diameter
side of the conical face 31; a bolt hole 35 which is a through-hole, into which the bolt 34 is inserted, formed along the
axis of the boss portion 33; a tightening face 36 which is a plane in a direction perpendicular to the axis on the opposite
side to the conical face 31 of the flange portion 32; and a guide protrusion 38 idly engaged with the guide hole 37 at an
end portion of the small diameter shaft 17b of the base shaft 17 formed at the center of the tightening face 36.
[0054] In this connection, an inclined face provided in the flange portion 32 is not limited to the above specific inclined
face. The inclined face provided in the flange portion 32 may be an inclined face on which a plurality of inclined faces
are polygonally formed. Alternatively, the inclined face provided in the flange portion 32 may be a combination of a
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conical face with a polygonal inclined face.
[0055] The temporary shaft 16 of the present embodiment is an assembled body including a base shaft 17, an outer
cylinder 21, an annular elastic body 22, a columnar body 23, an adjustment spacer 27 and a lid body 30.
[0056] In Fig. 4, reference numeral 40 is a nut receiving base made of steel material such as alloy steel. A nut 4, which
is an object to be assembled, is arranged in the longitudinal direction in the nut receiving base 40, which is a cylindrical
member having an arrangement hole 40a with which an outer circumferential face of the nut 4 is engaged. An engagement
hole 40b, which is formed at an end portion on the opposite side to the arrangement hole 40a, is engaged with an
attaching portion 41a of the end portion of the slider 41.
[0057] In the arrangement hole 40a of the nut receiving base 40, a ball plunger 42, which protrudes in the radial
direction, is provided on the inner circumferential face. A forward end portion of the ball plunger 42 pushes an outer
circumferential face of the nut 4, so that the nut 4 and the nut receiving base 40 can be fixed.
[0058] Reference numeral 43 is a support block, which is a cylindrical member made of steel such as alloy steel. An
outer circumferential face of the support block 43 is idly engaged with the inner circumferential face of the slider 41.
Therefore, the slider 41 is supported with respect to the shaft 19 being capable of reciprocating in the axial direction.
[0059] In the slider 41, at an end portion on the opposite side to the attaching portion 41a of the nut receiving base
40, a positioning mechanism not shown, which conducts positioning in the axial direction, is provided. This positioning
mechanism supports the nut receiving base 40 being capable of freely elevating with respect to the support block 43.
[0060] Reference numeral 44 is a rolling bearing such as a ball bearing. The inner ring is engaged with the shaft 19
and the outer ring is engaged with the inner circumferential face of the support block 43. Therefore, the rolling bearing
44 pivotally supports the shaft 19 being capable of rotating with respect to the support block 43.
[0061] Reference numeral 45 is a sealing body, which is an annular member made of elastic material such as natural
rubber or synthetic rubber. An outer circumferential face of the sealing body 45 is engaged with the support block 43
and fixed. A lip portion provided on its inner circumferential face comes into slide contact with the outer circumferential
face of the shaft 19. Therefore, the sealing body 45 functions as a contact type seal.
[0062] Reference numeral 50 is a ball insertion jig. In the ball insertion jig 50, an insertion portion 51 is formed, the
outer diameter of which is a value obtained when a predetermined gap margin is subtracted from the diameter of the
inner circumferential face of the nut 4. On an end face of the insertion portion 51, a conical recess portion 51a having
the same conical face as the conical face 31 is formed being opposed to the conical face 31 formed on the lid body 30
at the forward end portion of the temporary shaft 16. Further, in the insertion portion 51, a ball introducing hole 52 is
formed which penetrates the ball insertion jig 50 in the axial direction and extends from the upper face 50a to the conical
recess portion 51a.
[0063] In the insertion portion 51 of the ball insertion jig 50, in order to avoid a contact with the boss portion 33 of the
lid body 30 of the temporary shaft 16, a relief hole 53 is formed. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, a positioning groove 54 is
formed which is engaged with the tongue portion 13 of the protrusion from the inner circumferential face of the nut 4 of
the end deflector 10 and which determines an angular position between the ball introducing hole 52 and the end deflector
10 attached to the nut 4. An arcuate portion on the ball introducing hole 52 side functions as an engaging portion 55 for
engaging the ball 7 which is going to return from the direction change passage 12 of the end deflector 10 charged in the
nut 4 to the nut raceway groove 5.
[0064] In an opening portion of the ball introducing hole 52 of the insertion portion 51 of the ball insertion jig 50, on
the opposite side in the circumferential direction of the positioning groove 54, a guide face 56 is formed which is an
inclined face for guiding the steel balls 7, which have been put into the ball introducing hole 52, into the nut raceway
groove 5.
[0065] The assembly apparatus 15 of the ball screw device 1 is assembled by incorporating each part described above
as follows. The small diameter shaft 17b of the base shaft 17 is inserted into the small diameter hole 21b of the outer
cylinder 21. The adjustment spacer 27, the inner circumferential of which is engaged with the small diameter shaft 17b,
and the annular elastic body 22 are alternatively inserted and stacked, and the columnar body 23 is inserted into the
insertion hole 24 of the outer cylinder 21. Then, the guide protrusion 38 of the lid body 30 is idly engaged in the guide
hole 37 of the small diameter shaft 17b of the base shaft 17. The lid body 30 is fastened to the base shaft 17 with the
bolt 34. In this way, the temporary shaft 16 is assembled.
[0066] At this time, the tightening face 36 of the lid body 30 pushes the adjustment spacers 27, which are previously
stacked to a predetermined length, and the uppermost adjustment spacer 27 in which a length of the annular elastic
body 22 is longer than the length in the axial direction of the small diameter shaft 17b. Therefore, the annular elastic
body 22, which is arranged between the adjustment spacers 27, is pushed in the axial direction. Accordingly, the annular
elastic body 22 is swelled by the elasticity in the radial direction and the columnar body 23 is pushed out in the radial
direction. Therefore, an outer circumferential face of the columnar body 23 is protruded from the outer circumferential
face of the outer cylinder 21 of the temporary shaft 16.
[0067] Next, the rolling bearing 44 and the sealing body 45 are engaged and assembled to the inner circumferential
face of the support block 43. The shaft 19 is inserted into the sealing body 45. The shaft 19 is engaged and assembled
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to the inner ring of the rolling bearing 44. An inner circumferential face of the slider 41 is idly engaged with the outer
circumferential face of the support block 43 and supported by a positioning mechanism not shown in the drawing.
[0068] The protruding shaft portion 20 of the shaft 19 is inserted into the engaging hole 18 of the temporary shaft 16
and tightened and fixed with a setting screw. The temporary shaft 16 is inserted into the through-hole 16b of the nut
receiving base 40. The engaging hole 40b of the nut receiving base 40 is inserted into the attaching portion 41a of the
slider 41. In this way, the assembly apparatus 15 is assembled.
[0069] Into the arrangement hole 40a of the nut receiving base 40 of the assembly apparatus 15 of the ball screw
device 1 assembled in this way, the nut 4 is inserted in the longitudinal direction while the inner diameter side of the nut
4, which is an object to be assembled, is being inserted into the temporary shaft 16 and arranged by pushing with a
forward end portion of the ball plunger 42 of the arrangement hole 40a. When the slider 41 is elevated by a positioning
mechanism not shown, a corner portion (a shoulder portion 39) of the conical face 31 of the lid body 30 of the temporary
shaft 16 and the outer circumferential face of the flange portion 32 is located in a portion close to the lower portion of
the opening portion to the nut raceway groove 5 of the direction change passage 12 of the end deflector 10 engaged
with the upper end portion of the return passage 8 arranged in the longitudinal direction of the nut 4.
[0070] The insertion portion 51 of the ball insertion jig 50 is inserted onto the inner diameter side of the nut 4 while the
positioning groove 54 is being engaged with the tongue portion 13 of the end deflector 10. The conical recess portion
51a is put on the conical face 31 of the temporary shaft 16. Into the ball introducing hole 52 of the ball insertion jig 50,
the steel balls 7 to be charged into one circulation passage, the number of which is predetermined, are put by using a
counting dish.
[0071] The steel balls 7, which have been put into the ball introducing hole 52, are further put onto the conical face
31 of the temporary shaft 16 from the opening of the ball introducing hole 52. Then, the steel balls 7 are guided by the
guide face 56 of the ball insertion jig 50 and rolled on the conical face 31 and reach the shoulder portion 39 of the
temporary shaft 16. When the temporary shaft 16 is rotated in the direction of arrow C shown in Fig. 10 by the shaft 19
supported by the rolling bearing 44, the steel balls 7 are fed by its own weight into between the outer circumferential
face of the outer cylinder 21 of the temporary shaft 16 and the nut raceway groove 5 of the nut 4.
[0072] As shown in Fig. 10, while the steel balls 7, which have been sent into the nut raceway groove 5, are being
pushed by the elasticity of the annular elastic body 22 of the columnar body 23 protruded from the outer circumferential
face of the outer cylinder 21, the steel balls 7 are moved in the nut raceway groove 5 and scooped up by the tongue
portion 13 of the lower end deflector 10 and fed from the direction change passage 12 into the return passage 8.
[0073] At this time, by a frictional force generated by the pushing of the columnar body 23, the steel balls 7 moving in
the nut raceway groove 5 in the neighborhood of the lower end deflector 10 are pushed and moved. Therefore, the steel
balls 7 in the return passage 8, which are longitudinally arranged, are pushed up from below, and reach the upper
direction change passage 12. As shown in Fig. 9, the leading steel ball 7 comes into contact with the engaging portion
55 of the positioning groove 54 of the ball insertion jig 50 and stops.
[0074] As described above, the steel balls 7 are charged in order into the return passage 8 and the connection passage
including the direction change passage 12 arranged at both end portions. The steel balls 7 are aligned in the nut raceway
groove 5 of the nut 4. In this way, the steel balls 7, the number of which is predetermined, which have been put into the
ball introducing hole 52, are charged into the circulation passage.
[0075] In this case, even when the steel balls 7 are charged into all connection passages and a forward end portion
of the columnar body 23 of the pushing mechanism pushes the steel balls 7 which stop in the nut raceway groove 5,
since the columnar body 23 is composed so that it can be moved in the radial direction from the outer circumferential
face of the outer cylinder 21 by the elasticity of the annular elastic body 22, the steel balls 7 can get over the columnar
body 23 without being damaged. Further, no problems are caused in the rotation of the temporary shaft 16 in the direction
C.
[0076] After the steel balls 7 have been charged into the circulation passage of the nut 4, the ball insertion jig 50 is
removed and a sleeve not shown is engaged with the conical face 31 of the temporary shaft 16. Then, while the sleeve
is being pushed, the nut 4 is pulled up and moved to the sleeve. Instead of the sleeve, the predetermined screw shaft
2 is screwed. In this way, the ball screw device 1 is assembled.
[0077] As described above, in the present embodiment, while the steel balls 7, which have been fed into the nut
raceway groove 5, are being pushed by the protruding forward end portion of the columnar body 23 of the pushing
mechanism, the steel balls 7 are smoothly moved. Therefore, the steel balls 7 are not blocked in the passage. The steel
balls 7 can be easily fed into the connection passage, which is longitudinally arranged, from below the nut 4 which is
longitudinally arranged.
[0078] The steel balls 7, which have reached the shoulder portion 39 of the temporary shaft 16 being guided by the
guide face 56 of the ball insertion jig 50 and the conical face 32 of the temporary shaft 16, are fed into the nut raceway
groove 5 when the temporary shaft 16 is rotated. Therefore, the steel balls 7 can be smoothly fed into the nut raceway
groove 5.
[0079] Further, since the positioning groove 54 having an engaging portion 55 is provided in the insertion portion 51
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of the ball insertion jig 50, the nut 4 and the ball introducing hole 52 can be easily positioned. Further, since the steel
balls 7 charged into the connection passage are stopped by the engaging portion 55, there is no possibility that the steel
balls, which have once charged into the connection passage, are mixed again into the nut raceway groove 5.
[0080] Further, only when the positioning groove 54 is engaged with the tongue portion 13 of the nut 4 arranged in
the nut receiving base 40 and the steel balls 7, the number of which is predetermined, are put into the ball introducing
hole 52 and the temporary shaft 16 is rotated, the steel balls 7 can be easily charged into the nut 4 having a connection
passage laid in the axial direction and the working time of charging the steel balls can be reduced.
[0081] As explained above, in the present embodiment, operation is conducted as follows. On the nut receiving base
supported by the support block of the assembly apparatus of the ball screw device being capable of freely elevating,
the nut is arranged in the longitudinal direction. Onto the inner diameter side of the nut, the temporary shaft pivotally
supported by the support block is inserted. The steel balls, the number of which is predetermined, which are put onto
the conical face formed at the forward end portion of the temporary shaft, are fed from the shoulder portion into the nut
raceway groove. By the elasticity of the annular elastic body of the pushing mechanism, the steel balls, which have been
fed into the nut raceway groove, are pushed with the forward end portion of the columnar body protruding in the radial
direction from the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft. Due to the foregoing, the steel balls, which have
been fed into the nut raceway groove by rotating the temporary shaft, can be moved while the steel balls are being
pushed with the forward end portion of the protruding columnar body of the pushing mechanism. Therefore, the steel
balls can be smoothly fed into the nut connection passage, which is arranged in the longitudinal direction, from below.
Accordingly, it is possible to prevent the steel balls from being blocked. Since it is composed in such a manner that the
forward end portion of the protruding columnar body can be moved in the radial direction from the outer circumferential
face of the temporary shaft by the elasticity of the annular elastic body, the forward end portion of the protruding columnar
body can easily get over the steel balls which stop in the nut raceway groove. Therefore, the steel balls can be prevented
from being damaged.
[0082] In this connection, in the present embodiment, explanations are made as follows. When the temporary shaft
is assembled, a length of the stacked adjustment spacers and the annular elastic bodies is set at a predetermined length,
and the uppermost adjustment spacer is pushed by the tightening face of the lid body, so that the columnar body can
be protruded in the radial direction by the elasticity of the annular elastic body. However, the following procedure may
be adopted. The temporary shaft is temporarily assembled beforehand in the same manner described above, and the
steel balls are temporarily charged into the nut which is an object to be assembled. According to an intensity of torque
given to the shaft, the thickness of the uppermost adjustment spacer is changed so as to adjust a pushing force given
to the columnar body.
[0083] In the present embodiment, explanations are made into the structure in which four insertion holes are equally
formed in the circumferential direction of the outer cylinder. However, the number of the insertion holes is not limited to
four. As long as the number of the insertion holes is two or more, any number of the insertion holes may be adopted.

[Embodiment 2]

[0084] Fig. 11 is a sectional view showing an assembly apparatus for assembling a ball screw device of Embodiment
2, and Fig. 12 is a schematic illustration showing a partial cross-section of the temporary shaft of Embodiment 2.
[0085] In this connection, like reference characters are used to indicate like parts in Embodiments 1 and 2, and the
explanations are omitted here.
[0086] The ball screw 1 of the present embodiment is the same deflector type ball screw device as that of Embodiment
1. However, a diameter of the inner circumferential face of the nut 4 is relatively small and a diameter of the steel ball
7 is formed to be relatively small.
[0087] In Fig. 11, reference numeral 61 is an assembly apparatus of assembling the ball screw device 1 described
above. This assembly apparatus is an assembly apparatus for charging steel balls 7 into a circulation passage of a
relatively small nut 4.
[0088] Reference numeral 62 is a temporary shaft, which is a rod-shaped member inserted into the nut 4 instead of
the screw shaft 2 at the time of charging the steel balls 7 into the nut 4 made of steel material such as alloy steel. In the
same manner as that of the outer cylinder 21 of Embodiment 1, the temporary shaft 62 has an outer diameter which is
obtained when a predetermined gap margin is subtracted from the diameter of the inner circumferential circle which is
smaller than BCD of the nut 4, which is to be assembled, by the diameter.
[0089] In the same manner as that of Embodiment 1, at a forward end portion of the temporary shaft 62, a conical
face 31, which is an inclined face, and a boss portion 33 are provided. A fixed end 63 on the opposite side is engaged
with the engaging hole 64 at the end portion of the shaft 19, and a cutout portion provided at the fixed end 63 is pushed
and fixed by a setting screw.
[0090] Reference numeral 66 is a plate-shaped elastic body, which is a plate-shaped member made of elastic material
such as natural rubber or synthetic rubber. The plate-shaped elastic body 66 has a width which is obtained when a
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predetermined tightening margin is subtracted from the thickness. The plate-shaped elastic body 66 is engaged with a
slit 67, which penetrates the temporary shaft 62 in the radial direction, by the elasticity of the plate-shaped elastic body 66.
[0091] As shown in Fig. 12, a length of the plate-shaped elastic body 66 in the radial direction of the temporary shaft
62 is set so that protrusions S at the forward end portions of both sides can be a length by which a predetermined pushing
margin can be obtained on the outside in the radial direction of the inscribed circle of the steel ball 7 charged in the nut
raceway groove 5. A length of the plate-shaped elastic body 66 in the axial direction is set to be longer than the length
of one lead of the nut raceway groove 5 and to be shorter than the length obtained when a diameter of the steel ball 7
is subtracted from the distance between the centers of the tongue portion 13 of the end deflector 10 attached to both
end portions of the return passage 8. Further, the length of the plate-shaped elastic body 66 in the axial direction is set
to be shorter than the length in the axial direction of the slit 67.
[0092] The pushing mechanism of the present embodiment is formed out of a plate-shaped elastic body 66 composed
in such a manner that the plate-shaped elastic body 66 is held by the slit 67 so that it can be moved in the radial direction
of the temporary shaft 62 by the elasticity and so that the foreword end portions on both sides protruding from the outer
circumferential face of the temporary shaft 62 can be moved in the radial direction from the opening of the slit 67 by the
elasticity.
[0093] Reference numeral 69 is a nut receiving base made of steel material such as alloy steel. A nut 4, which is an
object to be assembled, is arranged in the longitudinal direction on the nut receiving base 69, which is an annular member
having an arrangement hole 69a with which an outer circumferential face of the nut 4 is engaged. An engagement portion
69b, which is formed at an end portion on the opposite side to the arrangement hole 69a, is idly engaged with an attaching
portion 70a of the end portion of the slider 70.
[0094] On an inner circumferential face of the attaching hole 70a in the end portion of the slider 70, a ball plunger 42,
which protrudes in the radial direction, is provided, and its forward end portion pushes an outer circumferential face of
the engaging portion 69b of the nut receiving base 69, so that the slider 70 and the nut receiving base 69 can be fixed
to each other.
[0095] Further, a ball plunger 42 protruding in the radial direction is provided on the inner circumferential face of the
arrangement hole 69a of the nut receiving base 69, and its foreword end portion pushes an outer circumferential face
of the nut 4, so that the nut 4 and the nut receiving base 69 can be fixed.
[0096] An inner circumferential face of the slider 70 is idly engaged with an outer circumferential face of the support
block 43 and supported so that it can be reciprocated in the axial direction with respect to the shaft 19. By a positioning
device in the axial direction not shown arranged in the end portion on the opposite side of the attaching hole 70a of the
nut receiving base 69, the nut receiving base 69 is supported being capable of freely elevating with respect to the support
block 43.
[0097] In the same manner as that of Embodiment 1, the shaft 19 is pivotally supported by the rolling bearing 44 so
that it can be freely rotated with respect to the support block 43.
[0098] The ball insertion jig 50 of the present embodiment is composed in the same manner as that of the ball insertion
jig of Embodiment 1. However, the entire ball insertion jig 50 of the present embodiment is downsized so that it can be
fitted to the diameter of the inner circumferential face of the small nut 4.
[0099] The assembly apparatus 61 of assembling the ball screw device 1 is composed by incorporating the parts
described above as follows. The rolling bearing 44 and the sealing body 45 are engaged with each other and assembled
onto the inner circumferential face of the support block 43. The shaft 19 is inserted into the sealing body 45. With the
inner ring of the rolling bearing 44, the shaft 19 is engaged and assembled. Onto the outer circumferential face of the
support block 43, the inner circumferential face of the slider 70 is idly engaged and supported by a positioning mechanism
not shown in the drawing.
[0100] Then, the fixed end 63 of the temporary shaft 62 is inserted into the engagement hole 64 of the shaft 19 and
tightened and fixed with a setting screw. The temporary shaft 62 is inserted onto the inner diameter side of the nut
receiving base 69. The engaging portion 69b of the nut receiving base 69 is inserted into the attaching hole 70a of the
slider 70. A foreword end portion of the ball plunger 42 pushes the outer circumferential face of the engaging portion
69b of the nut receiving base 69. In this way, the assembly apparatus 61 is assembled.
[0101] While the inner diameter of the nut 4, which is an object to be assembled, is being inserted into the temporary
shaft 62, the nut 4 is inserted in the longitudinal direction into the arrangement hole 69a of the nut receiving base 69 of
the assembly apparatus 61 of the ball screw device 1 assembled in this way. Then, the nut 4 is pushed with a foreword
end portion of the ball plunger 42 of the arrangement hole 69a. The slider 70 is elevated by a positioning mechanism
not shown, and the shoulder portion 39 of the conical face 31 of the temporary shaft 62 is located at a position close to
the lower portion of the opening portion to the nut raceway groove 5 of the direction change passage 12 of the end
deflector 10 engaged with the upper end portion of the return passage 8 arranged in the longitudinal direction of the nut 4.
[0102] The insertion portion 51 of the ball insertion jig 50 is inserted onto the inner diameter side of the nut 4 while the
positioning groove 54 is being engaged with the tongue portion 13 of the end deflector 10. The conical recess portion
51a is put on the conical face 31 of the temporary shaft 16. Into the ball introducing hole 52 of the ball insertion jig 50,
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the steel balls 7 to be charged into one circulation passage, the number of which is predetermined, are put by using a
counting dish.
[0103] In the same manner as that of Embodiment 1, the steel balls 7, which have been put into the ball introducing
hole 52, roll on the conical face 31 of the temporary shaft 62 from the opening of the ball introducing hole 52 to the
shoulder portion 39. When the temporary shaft 62 is rotated in the direction of arrow C by the shaft 19, the steel balls 7
are fed by its own weight into between the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft 62 and the nut raceway
groove 5 of the nut 4.
[0104] While the steel balls 7, which have been sent into the nut raceway groove 5, are being pushed by the elasticity
of the foreword end portions of both sides of the plate-shaped elastic body 66 protruded from the outer circumferential
face of the temporary shaft 62, the steel balls 7 are moved in the nut raceway groove 5 and scooped up by the tongue
portion 13 of the lower end deflector 10 and fed from the direction change passage 12 into the return passage 8.
[0105] At this time, by a frictional force generated by the pushing of the protruding foreword end portion of the plate-
shaped elastic body 66, the steel balls 7 moving in the nut raceway groove 5 in the neighborhood of the lower end
deflector 10 are pushed and moved. Therefore, in the same manner as that of Embodiment 1, the steel balls 7 in the
return passage, which are longitudinally arranged, are pushed up from below, and reach the upper direction change
passage 12. The leading steel ball 7 comes into contact with the engaging portion 55 of the positioning groove 54 of the
ball insertion jig 50 and stops.
[0106] As described above, the steel balls 7 are charged in order into the return passage 8 and the connection passage
composed of the direction change passages 12 provided at both end portions. The steel balls 7 are aligned in the nut
raceway groove 5 of the nut 4. The steel balls 7, the number of which is predetermined, which are put into the ball
introducing hole 52, are charged into the circulation passage.
[0107] In this case, the steel balls 7 are charged into all passages. Even when the foreword portion of the plate-shaped
elastic body 66 of the pushing mechanism pushes the steel balls 7 which stop in the nut raceway groove 5, since it is
composed in such a manner that the protruding foreword end portion can be moved in the radial direction from the outer
circumferential face of the temporary shaft 62 by the elasticity of the plate-shaped elastic body 66, the foreword end
portion of the plate-shaped elastic body 66 can be made to get over the steel ball 7 without damaging the steel ball 7.
Therefore, no problems are caused in the rotation of the temporary shaft 62.
[0108] When the steel balls 7 are charged into the circulation passage of the nut 4, the ball screw device 1 is assembled
as follows. The ball insertion jig 50 is removed. A sleeve not shown is engaged with the conical face 31 of the temporary
shaft 62. While the sleeve is being pushed, the nut 4 is pulled up and moved to the sleeve. Instead of the sleeve, the
predetermined screw shaft 2 is screwed so that the ball screw device 1 can be assembled.
[0109] As described above, in the present embodiment, while the steel balls 7, which have been fed into the nut
raceway groove 5, are being pushed by the protruding foreword end portion of the plate-shaped elastic body 66 of the
pushing mechanism, the steel balls 7 are smoothly moved. Therefore, while the steel balls 7 are being prevented from
being obstructed, the steel balls 7 can be easily fed into the connection passage, which is arranged in the longitudinal
direction, from below the nut 4 longitudinally arranged.
[0110] Actions of the guide face 56 of the ball insertion jig 50 and the positioning groove 54 are the same as those of
Embodiment 1 described before. Therefore, the explanations are omitted here.
[0111] As explained above, in the present invention, the same advantages as those of Embodiment 1 described before
can be provided when operation is conducted as follows. On the nut receiving base which is supported by the support
block of the assembly apparatus of the ball screw device being freely elevated, the nut is arranged in the longitudinal
direction. Onto the inner diameter side of the nut, the temporary shaft, which is pivotally supported by the support block,
is inserted. The steel balls, the number of which is predetermined, which is put onto the conical face formed in the
foreword end portion of the temporary shaft, are fed from the shoulder portion into the nut raceway groove. By the
foreword end portion of the plate-shaped elastic body of the pushing mechanism which protrudes in the radial direction
from the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft by the elasticity of the plate-shaped elastic body, the steel
balls, which have been fed into the nut raceway groove, are pushed. In this way, the same advantages as those of
Embodiment 1 described before can be provided.
[0112] In this connection, in the assembly apparatus of each embodiment explained above, the steel balls are fed into
the nut raceway groove by its own weight. However, when the balls are fed into the nut raceway groove from the shoulder
portion of the conical face of the temporary shaft, negative pressure may be given to a gap formed between the shoulder
portion of the conical face and the inner circumferential face of the nut. In this case, a suction port is open on the side
wall of the slider, and a space, which is defined by the inner circumferential face of the slider, the nut receiving base,
the temporary shaft, the shaft, the support block and the sealing body, may be made to function as a negative pressure
chamber.
[0113] Due to the above structure, the steel balls, which have been sucked by the negative pressure, are smoothly
fed into the nut raceway groove by a frictional force generated together with the shoulder portion when the temporary
shaft is rotated. Therefore, even when the steel balls of a small diameter are charged into the circulation passage and
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its own weight is light, it is possible to prevent the steel balls from being obstructed.
[0114] In the above explanation of each embodiment, the ball screw device having the longitudinally arranged passage
is of the deflector type. However, the present invention is not limited to the ball screw device having the longitudinally
arranged passage. The ball screw device having the longitudinally arranged passage may be of the end cap type ball
screw device. Even in this case, it is possible to smoothly feed the steel balls into the connection passage of the
longitudinally arrangement type. Therefore, the same advantages as those of each embodiment described before can
be provided.
[0115] Further, when the present invention is applied to a ball screw device having a top type connection passage,
the steel balls can be moved while being pushed by the protruding foreword end portion of the pushing mechanism.
Therefore, even when the lead of the nut raceway groove is small, the steel balls can be smoothly charged into the
circulation passage.
[0116] Furthermore, in the above embodiments, one nut raceway groove is provided. However, in the case where
multiple nut raceway grooves are provided, the circumstances are the same. In this case, a plurality of ball introducing
holes of the ball insertion jig may be provided according to the number of the nut raceway grooves. In this way, the steel
balls can be simultaneously charged into the nut having multiple nut raceway grooves. Accordingly, it is possible to
reduce a working time of charging the steel balls into the nut having multiple nut raceway grooves.
[0117] In each embodiment explained above, the balls are steel balls. However, the balls are not limited to the steel
balls. The balls may be balls made of ceramic material or resin material.
[0118] In each embodiment explained above, when the screw shaft is screwed into the nut through the steel balls, the
nut is once transferred to the sleeve, and then the nut is screwed to the screw shaft. However, according to the shape
of the end portion of the screw shaft, the conical protrusion and the chamfering of the temporary shaft may be formed.
While the nut is being rotated, the nut may be directly screwed to the screw shaft. Due to this constitution, the assembling
efficiency of assembling the ball screw device can be enhanced.
[0119] In each embodiment described above, the screw shaft of the ball screw device is rotated so as to move the nut
in the axial direction. However, when a ball screw device, in which the screw shaft is moved in the axial direction by
rotating the nut, is applied to the present invention, the same advantages can be provided.

[Embodiment 3]

[0120] Next, referring the drawings, a third embodiment of the assembly device of assembling a ball screw device of
the present invention will be explained as follows.
[0121] Fig. 13 is a sectional view showing an assembly device for assembling a ball screw device of the third embod-
iment, Fig. 14 is a sectional view showing the ball screw device of the embodiment, and Fig. 15 is a schematic illustration
showing a state in which balls are charged into the assembly device of the embodiment.
[0122] In this connection, Fig. 15 is a sectional view of a portion of a nut to which a top portion is attached, wherein
this view is taken when the portion is cut away in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the nut.
[0123] In Fig. 14, reference numeral 101 is a ball screw device. In this embodiment, the ball screw device 101 is a top
type ball screw device.
[0124] Reference numeral 102 is a screw shaft of the ball screw device 101, which is a rod-shaped member made of
alloy steel. On the outer circumferential face, a shaft raceway track groove 103, the shape of which is a substantial
semicircle, is spirally formed by a predetermined lead.
[0125] Reference numeral 104 is a nut of the ball screw device 101, which is a cylindrical member made of steel such
as alloy steel. On the inner circumferential face of the nut 104, a nut raceway track groove 105, the shape of which is a
substantial semicircle, which is opposed to the shaft raceway track groove 103, is formed by the same lead as that of
the shaft raceway track groove 103.
[0126] Reference numeral 106 is a steel ball, which is a spherical body made of steel such as alloy steel. A plurality
of steel balls 106 are charged into between the shaft raceway track groove 103 and the nut raceway track groove 105
so that the screw shaft 102 can be screwed to the nut 104.
[0127] Reference numeral 107 is a top portion. The top portion 107 is a plug-shaped member made of steel for
connecting two adjoining nut raceway track grooves, having a connection passage 108, the cross section of which is
arcuate, which is a groove curved into an S-shape. A plurality of top portions 107 are attached to a plurality of holes
provided on the cylindrical wall of the nut 104 while the angular positions in the circumferential direction are being shifted
from each other.
[0128] The circulation passage is formed out of the shaft raceway track groove 103 of the screw shaft 102, the nut
raceway track groove 105 opposed to the shaft raceway track groove 103 and the connecting passage 108 of the top
portion 107 for connecting the shaft raceway track groove 103 with the nut raceway track groove 105. Into this circulation
passage, a plurality of steel balls 106 and a predetermined quantity of lubricant, for example, grease are enclosed.
[0129] Due to the above structure, the shaft raceway track groove 103 and the nut raceway track groove 105 are
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screwed to each other through the steel balls 106. When the screw shaft 102 is rotated, the nut 104 can be moved in
the axial direction while the steel balls 106 are circulating in the circulation passage.
[0130] Explanations will be made into an assembly device for charging the steel balls 106 into the nut 104 of the above
ball screw device 101.
[0131] In Fig. 13, reference numeral 110 is an assembly device of assembling the ball screw device 101.
[0132] The nut 104 of the ball screw device 101, which is an object to be assembled, is a nut in which a plurality of
top portions 107 are arranged in the circumferential direction. This nut 104 is fixed to a moving body of a mechanical
device by a flange portion provided in an outer circumferential portion of the nut 104.
[0133] Reference numeral 111 is a temporary shaft which is a rod-shaped member, which is made of steel material
such as alloy steel, inserted onto the inner diameter side of the nut 104 instead of the screw shaft 102 at the time of
charging the steel balls 106 into the nut 104. An outer diameter of the temporary shaft 111 is determined in such a
manner that a predetermined gap margin is subtracted from the diameter of the inner circumferential circle which is
smaller than BCD (ball center diameter) of the nut 104 to be assembled by the diameter of the steel ball 106, that is, a
predetermined gap margin is subtracted from the diameter of an inscribed circle of the steel ball 106 circulating in the
circulation passage.
[0134] At the foreword end portion of the temporary shaft 111, a conical protrusion 112 having a conical face, which
is an inclined face, is provided. A fixed end 113 on the opposite side is engaged with the engagement hole 115 provided
at the end portion of a shaft 114. A cutout portion provided at the fixed end 113 is pushed with and fixed by a setting screw.
[0135] In this connection, an inclined face provided at the foreword end portion of the temporary shaft 111 is not limited
to the above specific inclined face. The inclined face may be a combination in which a conical face and a polygonal face
are combined with each other.
[0136] Reference numeral 116 is a nut receiving base made of steel material such as alloy steel. A nut 104, which is
an object to be assembled, is arranged in the longitudinal direction in the nut receiving base 116, which is a annular
member having an arrangement hole 116a with which an outer circumferential face of the nut 104 is engaged. At the
central portion of the nut receiving base 116, a through-hole 116b, which forms a gap 117 between the outer diameter
of the temporary shaft 111 and the through-hole 116b itself is formed. An engagement portion 116c, which is formed at
an end portion on the opposite side to the arrangement hole 116a, is engaged with an attaching hole 118a of the end
portion of a slider 118.
[0137] The gap 117 formed between the through-hole 116b and the outer diameter of the temporary shaft 111 is
connected with a gap 119 formed between the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft 111 and the inner
circumferential face of the nut 104.
[0138] Further, on the outer circumferential face of the engaging portion 116c of the nut receiving base 116, a plurality
of dividing grooves 116d are formed which are V-shaped grooves formed according to the angular positions of a plurality
of connection passages formed on the nut 104 in the axial direction. A foreword end portion of a ball plunger 120 which
is a positioning member protruding in the radial direction on the inner circumferential face of the attaching hole 118a of
the end portion of the slider 118 engages with the dividing groove 116d and functions as an angle dividing mechanism
used when the balls 106 are charged into a plurality of circulation passages of the nut 104.
[0139] In the arrangement hole 116a of the nut receiving base 116, a ball plunger 120, which protrudes in the radial
direction, is provided on the inner circumferential face. A foreword end portion of the ball plunger 120 pushes an outer
circumferential face of the nut 104. Therefore, the nut 104 and the nut receiving base 116 are synchronously rotated.
[0140] Reference numeral 121 is a suction port, which is formed penetrating the cylindrical side wall of the slider 118.
A suction port 121 is connected to a vacuum generating device such as a vacuum pump with a tube and others.
[0141] Reference numeral 122 is a support block, which is a cylindrical member made of steel material such as alloy
steel. An outer circumferential face of a support block 122 is idly engaged with an inner circumferential face of the slider
118. Therefore, the support block 122 supports the slider 118 so that the slider 118 can be reciprocated in the axial
direction.
[0142] In the slider 118, a positioning mechanism not shown to conduct positioning in the axial direction is provided
at an end portion on the opposite side of the nut receiving base 116. The slider 118 supports the nut receiving base 116
so that the nut receiving base 116 can be freely elevated with respect to the support block 122.
[0143] Reference numeral 124 is a rolling bearing such as a ball bearing, the inner ring of which is engaged with the
shaft 114 and the outer ring of which is engaged with the inner circumferential face of the support block 122. Therefore,
the rolling bearing 124 pivotally supports the shaft 114 with respect to the support block 122.
[0144] Reference numeral 125 is a sealing body, which is an annular member made of elastic material such as natural
rubber or synthetic resin. An outer circumferential face of the sealing body 125 is engaged with the support block 122
so that the sealing body 125 can be fixed. A lip portion provided on an inner circumferential face of the sealing body 125
comes into slide contact with the outer circumferential face of the shaft 114. Therefore, the sealing body 125 functions
as a contact type seal.
[0145] Reference numeral 126 is a negative pressure chamber. The negative pressure chamber 126 is formed in a
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space partitioned by the inner circumferential face of the slider 118, the nut receiving base 116, the temporary shaft 111,
the shaft 114, the support block 122 and the sealing body 125. At the time of assembling the ball screw device 101, air
is sucked from the negative pressure chamber 126 through the suction port 121. Therefore, negative pressure is supplied
into the gap 119 formed by the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft 111 and the inner circumferential face
of the nut 104 through the gap 117.
[0146] Reference numeral 127 is a ball insertion jig. The ball insertion jig 127 includes an insertion portion 128, the
outer diameter of which is a value obtained when a predetermined gap margin is subtracted from the diameter of the
inner circumferential face of the nut 104. On an end face of the insertion portion 128, a conical recess portion 128a is
formed which includes the same conical face as the conical protrusion 112 arranged being opposed to the conical
protrusion 112 of the temporary shaft 111. The ball insertion jig 127 includes a ball introducing hole 129 which penetrates
the ball insertion jig 127 itself in the axial direction from the upper face 127a to the conical recess portion 128a.
[0147] The assembly device 110 of assembling the ball screw 101 is assembled when the parts described above are
incorporated as follows. The rolling bearing 124 and the sealing body 125 are engaged with each other and incorporated
onto the inner circumferential face of the support block 122. The shaft 114 is inserted into the sealing body 125. The
shaft 114 is engaged with and incorporated into the inner ring of the rolling bearing 124. The inner circumferential face
of the slider 118 is idly engaged with the outer circumferential face of the support block 122 and supported by a positioning
mechanism not shown in the drawing.
[0148] Then, the assembly device 110 is assembled as follows. The fixed end portion 113 of the temporary shaft 111
is inserted into the shaft 114 and tightened and fixed with a setting screw. The temporary shaft 111 is inserted into the
through-hole 116b of the nut receiving base 116. The engaging portion 116c of the nut receiving base 116 is inserted
into the attaching hole 118a of the slider 118. A foreword end portion of the ball plunger of the attaching hole 118a is
engaged with the dividing groove 116d. In this way, the assembly device 110 is assembled.
[0149] While the inner diameter side of the nut 104, which is an object to be assembled, is being inserted into the
temporary shaft 111 and the nut 104 is being inserted into the arrangement hole 116a of the nut receiving base 116 of
the assembly device 110 of the ball screw device 101 assembled in this way, the nut 104 is inserted in the longitudinal
direction. Then, the nut 104 is pushed with a foreword end portion of the ball plunger 120 of the arrangement hole 116a.
The slider 118 is elevated by a positioning mechanism not shown. A corner portion (a shoulder portion) between the
conical face of the conical protrusion 112 of the temporary shaft 111 and the outer circumferential face of the temporary
shaft is positioned in the neighborhood of the lower portion of the upper opening portion to the nut raceway track groove
105 of the connecting passage 108 of the lowermost top portion 107 of the nut 104.
[0150] Then, the insertion portion 128 of the ball insertion jig 127 is inserted into the nut 104. An interval between the
conical face of the conical recess portion 128a and the conical face of the conical protrusion 112 of the temporary shaft
111 is made to be larger than the diameter of the steel ball 106 to be incorporated into the nut 104 which is an object to
be assembled. The ball insertion jig 127 is assembled so that an outlet of the ball introducing hole 129 can be directed
in the angle direction of the upper opening portion to the nut raceway track groove 105 of the connection passage 108
of the lowermost top portion 107 of the nut 104. A predetermined number of steel balls 106, which are charged into one
circulation passage, are charged into the ball introducing hole 129 of the ball insertion jig 127 with a counting dish. At
the same time, a vacuum generating device not shown is operated so as to maintain the negative pressure chamber in
a state of negative pressure.
[0151] The steel balls 106, which have been put into the ball introducing hole 129, are thrown from the opening of the
ball introducing hole 129 of the conical recess portion 128a onto the conical protrusion 112. Then, the steel balls 106
roll on the conical face of the conical protrusion 112 and collect round a shoulder portion 130 of the temporary shaft 111
as shown in Fig. 15. When the temporary shaft 111 is rotated by the shaft 114 supported by the rolling bearing 124, the
steel balls 106 are fed into between the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft 111 and the nut raceway track
groove 105 of the nut 104.
[0152] At this time, through the gap 117 formed between the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft 111 and
the through-hole 116b of the nut receiving base 116, negative pressure is supplied from the negative pressure chamber
126 into the gap 119 formed between the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft 111 and the inner circumferential
face of the nut 104. By the negative pressure supplied into the gap 119, the steel balls 106, which have collected round
the shoulder portion 130 of the temporary shaft 111, are sucked downward. Therefore, the steel balls 106 can be stably
held in the gap formed between the shoulder portion 130 of the temporary shaft 111 and the inner circumferential face
of the nut 104. At the same time, the steel balls 106 are pushed to the shoulder portion 130 of the temporary shaft 111.
Therefore, a frictional force generated between these components is increased. Accordingly, by the rotation of the
temporary shaft 111, a predetermined number of steel balls 106 can be smoothly fed into the circulation passage in the
nut 104. Accordingly, the steel balls 106 are aligned in order between the nut raceway track groove 105 and the outer
circumferential face of the temporary shaft 111 from the start point of the lower opening portion of the nut raceway track
groove 105 of the connecting passage 108.
[0153] This holding of the steel balls 106 by the negative pressure is effective especially when the dead weight of the
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steel balls is light.
[0154] That is, when the dead weight of the steel balls is light, at the time of feeding the steel balls into the circulation
passage only by the dead weight, the steel balls 106 are pushed into the connecting passage 108 of the top portion 107
in some cases, that is, it is impossible to feed the steel balls into the circulation passage in a stable state. However,
when the steel balls 106 are held round the shoulder portion 130 of the temporary shaft 111 by the negative pressure
as described in the present embodiment, the steel balls 106, which have collected in the shoulder portion 130, can be
smoothly fed into the circulation passage.
[0155] In this case, the steel balls 106 are charged into all circulation passages of the nut 104 as follows. When the
steel balls 106 are charged into the lowermost circulation passage of the nut 104, the slider 118 is lowered by a positioning
device not shown. The shoulder portion 130 of the temporary shaft 111 is positioned in a portion close to the lower end
portion of the upper opening portion of the connecting passage 108 of the top portion 107 arranged in an upper portion
of the nut by one. The nut receiving base 116 is rotated, and a foreword end portion of the ball plunger of the attaching
hole 118a is engaged with the next dividing groove 116d of the not receiving base 116. An angular direction of the upper
opening portion of the connecting passage 108 of the top portion 107 of the nut 104 rotating synchronously with the nut
receiving base 116 is arranged being directed to the outlet of the ball introducing hole 129 of the ball insertion jig 127.
In the same manner as that described above, while the steel balls 106 are being sucked, the steel balls 106 are charged
into the circulation passage. This operation is successively repeated so as to charge the steel balls 106 from the lower
circulation passage to the upper circulation passage. In this way, the steel balls 106 are charged into all circulation
passages of the nut 104.
[0156] After that, the ball insertion jig 127 is removed. The sleeve not shown is engaged with the conical protrusion
112 of the temporary shaft 111. While the sleeve is being pushed, the nut 104 is pulled up and transferred to the sleeve.
Instead of the sleeve, a predetermined screw shaft 102 is screwed to the nut 104. In this way, the ball screw device 101
is assembled.
[0157] As described above, in the present embodiment, the steel balls 106, which have been collected in the shoulder
portion 130 of the temporary shaft 111, are held between the shoulder portion 130 and the inner circumferential face of
the nut 104 by the action of negative pressure. The steel balls 106 are fed into the circulation passage of the nut 104
by rotating the temporary shaft 111. Therefore, the steel balls 106, which have collected round the shoulder portion 130
of the temporary shaft 111, are sucked downward. Accordingly, the steel balls 106 are held by the shoulder portion 130
of the temporary shaft 111 in a stable state, and a frictional force generated between the steel balls 106, which are
pushed to the shoulder portion 130 of the temporary shaft 111, and the shoulder portion 130 is increased. Therefore,
the steel balls 106 can be easily fed into the passage of the nut 104 by the rotation of the temporary shaft 111.
[0158] The aforementioned matter is effective when the steel balls are prevented from being blocked especially in the
case where the dead weight of the steel balls is light or the lead of the nut raceway track groove 105 is small.
[0159] Since the steel balls 106 are sucked and smoothly fed into the circulation passage of the nut 104, it becomes
unnecessary to push the steel balls 106 into the circulation passage with the insertion rod and others. Accordingly, there
is no possibility that the steel balls 106 are damaged.
[0160] Further, by the angle dividing mechanism in which the ball plunger 120 arranged in the attaching hole 118a of
the slider 118 is engaged with the dividing groove 116d provided on the nut receiving base 116, an angular direction of
the upper opening portion to the nut raceway track groove 105 of the connecting passage 108 of the top portion 107 of
the nut 104 is made to agree with the direction of the outlet of the ball introducing hole 129 of the ball insertion jig 127.
Therefore, the angular positions of the ball insertion jig 127 and the nut 104 can be easily divided.
[0161] Further, the nut 104, which has been arranged on the nut receiving base 116, is arranged by dividing an angular
position of the ball insertion jig 127 with respect to the nut 104 by the angle dividing mechanism. A predetermined number
of steel balls 106 are put onto the conical protrusion 112 of the temporary shaft 111. Only when the temporary shaft 111
is rotated while the negative pressure is being supplied, the steel balls 106 can be easily charged into the nut 104.
Therefore, it is possible to shorten the working time for charging the steel balls.
[0162] As explained above, in the present embodiment, the nut is arranged in the longitudinal direction on the nut
receiving base which is supported by the support block of the assembly device for assembling the ball screw device
being capable of freely elevating. The temporary shaft pivotally supported by the support block is inserted onto the inner
diameter side of the nut, and the negative pressure is supplied from the negative pressure chamber into the gap formed
between the shoulder portion of the conical protrusion of the temporary shaft and the inner circumferential face of the
nut. Due to the foregoing, the steel balls are collected to the shoulder portion of the temporary shaft by the conical
protrusion provided on the temporary shaft. The steel balls sucked and held by the negative pressure can be smoothly
fed into the nut raceway track groove by utilizing a frictional force generated between the steel balls and the shoulder
portion when the temporary shaft is rotated. Therefore, even when the lead of the nut raceway track groove is small and
the diameter of the steel ball to be charged into the circulation passage is small and the dead weight is light, it is possible
to prevent the steel balls from being blocked in the circulation passage and further it is possible to prevent the steel balls
from being damaged.
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[0163] In the embodiment explained above, the balls are the steel balls. However, the balls are not limited to the steel
balls. The balls may be light balls made of ceramic material or resin material. When the present invention is applied to
the balls made of the aforementioned material, the same effect as that of the present invention can be provided.
[0164] In the embodiment explained above, a suction port of the negative pressure chamber is open on the side wall
of the slider, and the negative pressure chamber is a space partitioned by the inner circumferential face of the slider,
the nut receiving base, the temporary shaft, the shaft, the support block and the sealing body. However, it should be
noted that the negative pressure chamber is not limited to the above specific structure. As long as it is a negative pressure
chamber capable of supplying negative pressure into the gap between the shoulder portion of the conical protrusion
and the inner circumferential face of the nut, any structure of the negative pressure chamber may be adopted.
[0165] In the embodiment explained above, a cross-section of the dividing groove is formed into a V-shape. However,
the cross-section of the dividing groove is not limited to the above specific shape. The cross-section of the dividing
groove may be rectangular, trapezoidal or arcuate.
[0166] In the embodiment explained above, when the screw shaft is screwed to the nut through the steel balls, after
the nut has been once transferred to the sleeve, the nut is screwed to the screw shaft. However, when the conical
protrusion of the temporary shaft and the chamfered face are formed in accordance with the shape of the end of the
screw shaft and while the nut is being rotated, the nut may be directly screwed to the screw shaft. Due to this structure,
the assembling efficiency of assembling the ball screw device can be enhanced.
[0167] In the embodiment explained above, the nut is moved in the axial direction by rotating the screw shaft of the
ball screw device. However, even when the present invention is applied to a ball screw device in which the screw shaft
is moved in the axial direction by rotating the nut, the same effect can be provided.
[0168] In each embodiment described above, the sphere is a steel ball. However, it should be noted that the sphere
is not limited to the steel ball. The sphere may be a ceramic sphere made of ceramic material. Alternatively, the sphere
may be a resin sphere made of resin material.

Claims

1. An assembly apparatus (15) for assembling a ball screw device (1) which comprises:

a screw shaft (2) provided with a spiral shaft raceway groove (3) on an outer circumference thereof;
a cylindrical nut (4) provided with a nut raceway groove (5) on an inner circumferential face thereof so as to
oppose to the shaft raceway groove (3);
a connection passage that makes a circulation passage together with the shaft raceway groove (3) and the nut
raceway groove (5); and
a plurality of balls (7) circulating in the circulation passage,
the assembly apparatus (15) comprising:

a support block (43);
a nut (4) arranged in the longitudinal direction;
a nut reception base (40) that arranges the nut (4) so that its axial direction is towards a vertical direction
of the assembly apparatus (15) and that supports the nut (4) so as to elevate the nut (4) with respect to the
support block (43);
a temporary shaft (16) that is inserted into an inner diameter side of the nut (4) arranged on the nut reception
base (40) and that is rotatably supported by the support block (43);
an inclined face (31) provided at a forward end portion of the temporary shaft (16), for guiding balls (7), the
number of which is the same as that of the balls (7) to be charged into the circulation passage into the nut
raceway groove (5); and
a pushing mechanism that has elasticity in the radial direction of the temporary shaft (16) and that pushes
balls (7) which are fed into the nut raceway groove (5) by a forward end portion protruding from the outer
circumferential face of the temporary shaft (16),

characterized in that
the pushing mechanism comprises:

a protruding member (23) protruding from the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft (16); and
an annular elastic member (22) arranged on the central side of the temporary shaft (16) for pushing the
protruding member (23).
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2. An assembly apparatus (61) for assembling a ball screw device (1) which comprises:

a screw shaft (2) provided with a spiral shaft raceway groove (3) on an outer circumference thereof;
a cylindrical nut (4) provided with a nut raceway groove (5) on an inner circumferential face thereof so as to
oppose to the shaft raceway groove (3);
a connection passage that makes a circulation passage together with the shaft raceway groove (3) and the nut
raceway groove (5); and
a plurality of balls (7) circulating in the circulation passage,
the assembly apparatus (61) comprising:

a support block (43);
a nut (4) arranged in the longitudinal direction;
a nut reception base (69) that arranges the nut (4) so that its axial direction is towards a vertical direction
of the assembly apparatus (61) and that supports the nut (4) so as to elevate the nut (4) with respect to the
support block (43);
a temporary shaft (62) that is inserted into an inner diameter side of the nut (4) arranged on the nut reception
base (69) and that is rotatably supported by the support block (43);
an inclined face (31) provided at a forward end portion of the temporary shaft (62), for guiding balls (7), the
number of which is the same as that of the balls (7) to be charged into the circulation passage into the nut
raceway groove (5); and
a pushing mechanism that has elasticity in the radial direction of the temporary shaft (62) and that pushes
balls (7) which are fed into the nut raceway groove (3) by a forward end portion protruding from the outer
circumferential face of the temporary shaft (62),

characterized in that
the pushing mechanism comprises a plate-shaped elastic body (66) that engages with a slit (67) penetrating
the temporary shaft (62) in the radial direction, and that both end portions of the plate-shaped elastic body (66)
protrude from the outer circumferential face of the temporary shaft (62).

3. The assembly apparatus (15) for assembling a ball screw device (1) according to claim 1,
wherein
the nut (4) comprises the connection passage which extends in the axial direction of the nut (4).

4. The assembly apparatus (61) for assembling a ball screw device (1) according to claim 2,
wherein
the nut (4) comprises the connection passage which extends in the axial direction of the nut (4).

5. An assembling method for assembling a ball screw device (1) by using an assembly apparatus (15) according to
claim 1,
the assembling method comprising:

putting the balls (7) which are to be charged into the circulation passage onto the inclined face (31) of the
temporary shaft (16); and
rotating the temporary shaft (16) so as to feed the balls (7) into the connection passage by frictional force
generated between the protruding member (23) and the balls (7) fed into the nut raceway groove (3).

6. An assembling method for assembling a ball screw device (1) by using an assembly apparatus (61) according to
claim 2,
the assembling method comprising:

putting the balls (7) which are to be charged into the circulation passage onto the inclined face (31) of the
temporary shaft (62); and
rotating the temporary shaft (62) so as to feed the balls (7) into the connection passage by frictional force
generated between the end portions of the plate-shaped elastic body (66) and the balls (7) fed to the nut raceway
groove (5).
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Patentansprüche

1. Montagevorrichtung (15) zum Montieren einer Kugelgewinde-Einrichtung (1), die umfasst:

eine Gewindewelle (2), die mit einer spiralförmigen Wellen-Laufbahnnut (3) an ihrem Außenumfang versehen ist;
eine zylindrische Mutter (4), die mit einer Muttern-Laufbahnnut (5) an ihrer Innenumfangsfläche versehen ist,
die der Wellen-Laufbahnnut (3) gegenüberliegt;
einen Verbindungskanal, der zusammen mit der Wellen-Laufbahnnut (3) und der Muttern-Laufbahnnut (5) einen
Umlaufkanal bildet; sowie
eine Vielzahl von Kugeln (7), die in dem Umlaufkanal umlaufen, wobei die Montagevorrichtung (15) umfasst:

einen Auflageblock (43);
eine Mutter (4), die in der Längsrichtung angeordnet ist;
einen Muttern-Aufnahmesockel (40), mit dem die Mutter (4) so angeordnet wird, dass ihre axiale Richtung
auf eine vertikale Richtung der Montagevorrichtung (15) zu verläuft, und die die Mutter (4) so trägt, dass
die Mutter (4) in Bezug auf den Auflageblock (43) erhöht ist;
eine Hilfswelle (16), die in eine Innendurchmesser-Seite der auf dem Muttern-Aufnahmesockel (40) ange-
ordneten Mutter (4) eingeführt ist und die von dem Auflageblock (43) drehbar getragen wird;
eine geneigte Fläche (31), die sich an einem vorderen Endabschnitt der Hilfswelle (16) befindet, um Kugeln
(7), deren Anzahl derjenigen der Kugeln (7) entspricht, die in den Umlaufkanal in die Muttern-Laufbahnnut
(5) eingesetzt werden; sowie
einen Drück-Mechanismus, der Elastizität in der radialen Richtung der Hilfswelle (16) aufweist und der
Kugeln (7), die in die Muttern-Laufbahnnut (5) eingeleitet werden, mit einem vorderen Endabschnitt drückt,
der von der Außenumfangsfläche der Hilfswelle (16) vorsteht,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Drück-Mechanismus umfasst:

ein vorstehendes Element (23), das von der Außenumfangsfläche der Hilfswelle (16) vorsteht; und
ein ringförmiges elastisches Element (22), das an der Mittelseite der Hilfswelle (16) angeordnet ist, um
das vorstehende Element (23) zu drücken.

2. Montagevorrichtung (61) zum Montieren einer Kugelgewinde-Einrichtung (1), die umfasst:

eine Gewindewelle (2), die mit einer spiralförmigen Wellen-Laufbahnnut (3) an ihrem Außenumfang versehen ist;
eine zylindrische Mutter (4), die mit einer Muttern-Laufbahnnut (5) an ihrer Innenumfangsfläche versehen ist,
die der Wellen-Laufbahnnut (3) gegenüberliegt;
einen Verbindungskanal, der zusammen mit der Wellen-Laufbahnnut (3) und der Muttern-Laufbahnnut (5) einen
Umlaufkanal bildet; sowie
eine Vielzahl von Kugeln (7), die in dem Umlaufkanal umlaufen, wobei die Montagevorrichtung (15) umfasst:

einen Auflageblock (43);
eine Mutter (4), die in der Längsrichtung angeordnet ist;
einen Muttern-Aufnahmesockel (40), mit dem die Mutter (4) so angeordnet wird, dass ihre axiale Richtung
auf eine vertikale Richtung der Montagevorrichtung (15) zu verläuft, und die die Mutter (4) so trägt, dass
die Mutter (4) in Bezug auf den Auflageblock (43) erhöht ist;
eine Hilfswelle (16), die in eine Innendurchmesser-Seite der auf dem Muttern-Aufnahmesockel (40) ange-
ordneten Mutter (4) eingeführt ist und die von dem Auflageblock (43) drehbar getragen wird;
eine geneigte Fläche (31), die sich an einem vorderen Endabschnitt der Hilfswelle (16) befindet, um Kugeln
(7), deren Anzahl derjenigen der Kugeln (7) entspricht, die in den Umlaufkanal in die Muttern-Laufbahnnut
(5) eingesetzt werden; sowie
einen Drück-Mechanismus, der Elastizität in der radialen Richtung der Hilfswelle (16) aufweist und der
Kugeln (7), die in die Muttern-Laufbahnnut (5) eingeleitet werden, mit einem vorderen Endabschnitt drückt,
der von der Außenumfangsfläche der Hilfswelle (16) vorsteht,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Drück-Mechanismus einen plattenförmigen elastischen Körper (66) umfasst, der mit einem Schlitz (67)
in Eingriff ist, der in der radialen Richtung durch die Hilfswelle (62) hindurch verläuft, und dadurch, dass
beide Endabschnitte des plattenförmigen elastischen Körpers (66) von der Außenumfangsfläche der Hilfs-
welle (62) vorstehen.
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3. Montagevorrichtung (15) zum Montieren einer Kugelgewinde-Einrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Mutter (4) den Verbindungskanal umfasst, der in der axialen Richtung der Mutter (4) verläuft.

4. Montagevorrichtung (61) zum Montieren einer Kugelgewinde-Einrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 2, wobei
die Mutter (4) den Verbindungskanal umfasst, der in der axialen Richtung der Mutter (4) verläuft.

5. Montageverfahren zum Montieren einer Kugelgewinde-Einrichtung (1) unter Verwendung einer Montagevorrichtung
(15) nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Montageverfahren umfasst:

Auflegen der Kugeln (7), die in den Umlaufkanal eingesetzt werden, auf die geneigte Fläche (31) der Hilfswelle
(16); und
Drehen der Hilfswelle (16), so dass die Kugeln (7) mittels Reibungskraft, die zwischen dem vorstehenden
Element (23) und den in die Muttern-Laufbahnnut (3) eingeleiteten Kugeln (7) erzeugt wird, in den Verbindungs-
kanal eingeleitet werden.

6. Montageverfahren zum Montieren einer Kugelgewinde-Einrichtung (1) unter Verwendung einer Montagevorrichtung
(61) nach Anspruch 2,
wobei das Montageverfahren umfasst:

Auflegen der Kugeln (7), die in den Umlaufkanal eingesetzt werden, auf die geneigte Fläche (31) der Hilfswelle
(62); und
Drehen der Hilfswelle (62), so dass die Kugeln (7) mittels Reibungskraft, die zwischen den Endabschnitten des
plattenförmigen elastischen Körpers (66) und den in die Muttern-Laufbahnnut (3) eingeleiteten Kugeln (7) er-
zeugt wird, in den Verbindungskanal eingeleitet werden.

Revendications

1. Appareil d’assemblage (15) permettant d’assembler un dispositif à vis et billes (1) qui comprend :

un arbre fileté (2) pourvu d’une gorge formant chemin de roulement d’arbre (3) hélicoïdale sur sa circonférence
extérieure ;
un écrou cylindrique (4) pourvu d’une gorge formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5) sur sa face circonférentielle
intérieure de façon qu’elle soit opposée à la gorge formant chemin de roulement d’arbre (3) ;
un passage de connexion qui forme un passage de circulation avec la gorge formant chemin de roulement
d’arbre (3) et la gorge formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5) ; et
une pluralité de billes (7) circulant dans le passage de circulation,
l’appareil d’assemblage (15) comprenant :

un bloc de support (43) ;
un écrou (4) disposé dans la direction longitudinale ;
une base de réception d’écrou (40) qui tient l’écrou (4) de façon que sa direction axiale soit dans une
direction verticale de l’appareil d’assemblage (15) et qui supporte l’écrou (4) de manière à élever l’écrou
(4) par rapport au bloc de support (43) ;
un arbre temporaire (16) qui est inséré dans un côté de diamètre intérieur de l’écrou (4) disposé sur la base
de réception d’écrou (40) et qui est supporté en rotation par le bloc de support (43) ;
une face inclinée (31) située au niveau d’une partie d’extrémité antérieure de l’arbre temporaire (16) pour
guider des billes (7) dont le nombre est égal au nombre de billes (7) devant être chargées dans le passage
de circulation dans la gorge formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5) ; et
un mécanisme de poussée qui présente une élasticité dans la direction radiale de l’arbre temporaire (16)
et qui pousse les billes (7) qui sont alimentées dans la gorge formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5) par
une partie d’extrémité antérieure faisant saillie sur la face circonférentielle extérieure de l’arbre temporaire
(16),

caractérisé en ce que
le mécanisme de poussée comprend :
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un élément saillant (23) faisant saillie sur la face circonférentielle extérieure de l’arbre temporaire (16) ; et
un élément élastique annulaire (22) agencé sur le côté central de l’arbre temporaire (16) pour pousser
l’élément saillant (23).

2. Appareil d’assemblage (61) permettant d’assembler un dispositif à vis et billes (1) qui comprend :

un arbre fileté (2) pourvu d’une gorge formant chemin de roulement d’arbre (3) hélicoïdale sur sa circonférence
extérieure ;
un écrou cylindrique (4) pourvu d’une gorge formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5) sur sa face circonférentielle
intérieure de façon qu’elle soit opposée à la gorge formant chemin de roulement d’arbre (3) ;
un passage de connexion qui forme un passage de circulation avec la gorge formant chemin de roulement
d’arbre (3) et la gorge formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5) ; et
une pluralité de billes (7) circulant dans le passage de circulation,
l’appareil d’assemblage (61) comprenant :

un bloc de support (43) ;
un écrou (4) disposé dans la direction longitudinale ;
une base de réception d’écrou (69) qui tient l’écrou (4) de façon que sa direction axiale soit dans une
direction verticale de l’appareil d’assemblage (61) et qui supporte l’écrou (4) de manière à élever l’écrou
(4) par rapport au bloc de support (43) ;
un arbre temporaire (62) qui est inséré dans un côté de diamètre intérieur de l’écrou (4) disposé sur la base
de réception d’écrou (69) et qui est supporté en rotation par le bloc de support (43) ;
une face inclinée (31) située au niveau d’une partie d’extrémité antérieure de l’arbre temporaire (62) pour
guider des billes (7) dont le nombre est égal au nombre de billes (7) devant être chargées dans le passage
de circulation dans la gorge formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5) ; et
un mécanisme de poussée qui présente une élasticité dans la direction radiale de l’arbre temporaire (62)
et qui pousse les billes (7) qui sont alimentées dans la gorge formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5) par
une partie d’extrémité antérieure faisant saillie sur la face circonférentielle extérieure de l’arbre temporaire
(62),

caractérisé en ce que
le mécanisme de poussée comprend un corps élastique en forme de plaque (66) qui se met en prise avec une
fente (67) pénétrant l’arbre temporaire (62) dans la direction radiale, et en ce que les deux parties d’extrémité
du corps élastique en forme de plaque (66) font saillie sur la face circonférentielle extérieure de l’arbre temporaire
(62).

3. Appareil d’assemblage (15) permettant d’assembler un dispositif à vis et billes (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
l’écrou (4) comporte le passage de connexion qui s’étend dans la direction axiale de l’écrou (4).

4. Appareil d’assemblage (61) permettant d’assembler un dispositif à vis et billes (1) selon la revendication 2, dans lequel
l’écrou (4) comporte le passage de connexion qui s’étend dans la direction axiale de l’écrou (4).

5. Procédé d’assemblage pour assembler un dispositif à vis et billes (1) en utilisant un appareil d’assemblage (15)
selon la revendication 1,
le procédé d’assemblage consistant à :

placer les billes (7) qui doivent être chargées dans le passage de circulation sur la face inclinée (31) de l’arbre
temporaire (16) ; et
faire tourner l’arbre temporaire (16) de manière à alimenter les billes (7) dans le passage de connexion sous
l’effet d’une force de frottement générée entre l’élément saillant (23) et les billes (7) alimentées dans la gorge
formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5).

6. Procédé d’assemblage pour assembler un dispositif à vis et billes (1) en utilisant un appareil d’assemblage (61)
selon la revendication 2,
le procédé d’assemblage consistant à :

placer les billes (7) qui doivent être chargées dans le passage de circulation sur la face inclinée (31) de l’arbre
temporaire (62) ; et
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faire tourner l’arbre temporaire (62) de manière à alimenter les billes (7) dans le passage de connexion sous
l’effet d’une force de frottement générée entre les parties d’extrémité du corps élastique en forme de plaque
(66) et les billes (7) alimentées dans la gorge formant chemin de roulement d’écrou (5).
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